
MONITORING OF 2023-24 BUDGET REDUCTIONS
APPENDIX 2

Ref. Budget Reduction Proposal
Impact, including on 5 Ways of Working as set out in the 

Wellbeing of Future Generations Act  

Proposed  

2024-25 

£'000

Value 

achieved to 

date 2024-25    

£'000

Value Likely 

to be 

Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

EDUCATION, EARLY YEARS AND YOUNG PEOPLE (FORMERLY EDUCATION AND FAMILY SUPPORT)

CENTRAL EDUCATION, EARLY YEARS AND YOUNG PEOPLE

EDFS1 Reduction in staff mileage budgets

During the pandemic, most meetings were arranged virtually, instead 

of in person. This arrangement has continued in part with hybrid 

working, although there are clear cases where in-person meetings 

are essential. The result is that spend on mileage is less than pre-

pandemic levels, and budgets can be reduced accordingly with 

limited impact on service provision, but positive benefits for achieving 

net carbon zero.

18 5 18 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS2 Directorate Vacancy Management Factor

The introduction of an average 3% vacancy factor across the 

directorate - excluding schools, front-line services and grant-funded 

and income-generating posts. Recruitment has been an issue across 

the Council in recent years and there have been underspends in 

many services which cannot recruit to vacant posts. This target will 

need to be managed carefully and reviewed to ensure it is 

achievable.

342 49 194

Current projections indicate a partial saving 

should be achieved in 2024-25. Early Years 

budget to be transferred to Social Services and 

Wellbeing Directorate (SSWB) in quarter 2 as 

part of the Children's Services Sustainability 

Plan, upon which part of this savings target will 

also be transferred to the SSWB directorate 

which will further mitigate the shortfall.

EDFS7
Income generation opportunities within the 

Music Service

Interest in developing a training function for schools provided by the 

Bridgend Music Service but this has not been costed and at a time 

when schools are looking to manage their service level agreements 

(SLAs) very carefully, this might not be possible.  The national music 

service grant is subsidising this at the moment.

3 3 3 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS8

Increase price of school meals by 30p (saving is 

limited due to the roll out of the universal 

primary free school meals (UPFSM) initiative) 

The cost of school meal in Bridgend is currently one of the lowest in 

Wales.  It is anticipated that an increase of 30p per meal would still 

see Bridgend as being in the bottom quartile of school meal cost 

across Wales. It is worth noting that there may be a decline in the 

take-up of a school meal following previous price increases and this 

may negate any savings.

30 8 30 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS9
Cessation of Adult Community Learning (ACL) 

provision

This would result in staff redundancies. There could be alternative 

options available via external partners. This saving could lead to the 

partnership being weakened. There will also be a loss of presence 

felt within local communities.  

149 0 0

The shortfall is due to the timing of the required 

restructure with further updates to be provided 

to Cabinet in the quarter 2 monitoring report.
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Proposed  

2024-25 

£'000

Value 

achieved to 

date 2024-25    

£'000

Value Likely 

to be 

Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

EDFS11
Reduction in contribution to Central South 

Consortium

Welsh Government is currently reviewing school improvement 

arrangements in Wales.  The review is due to report in late 

spring/early summer 2024.  We would look to reduce some of the 

central administrative functions rather than frontline services 

(improvement partners/principal improvement partners). 

35 35 35 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS12
Educational Psychology Service - Reduction in 

equipment, mileage and staff

This may result in educational psychologists not using latest test 

materials for their assessments which may mean results are invalid.  

This could also result in a potential reduction in in-person visits to 

schools and an increase in online sessions.

This could result in the local authority being unable to meet its 

statutory duties under legislation, as the statutory role of educational 

psychologists could not be met due to reduced capacity.

The local authority could be open to legal and tribunal challenge due 

to missed timescales and failure to meet its statutory duties.

Unidentified needs of learners and significant placement breakdowns 

could lead to an increase in out-of-county specialist placements 

requested at additional cost.

38 10 38 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS13
ALN Statutory Team - reduction to staffing 

structure

The local authority could be unable to meet its statutory duties.

The local authority could be open to legal and tribunal challenge due 

to missed timescales.

17 5 17 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS14

Early Years ALN, Cognition and Learning and 

Complex Medical and Motor Impairment - 

review of pay grades, reduction in staffing 

numbers

There could be a reduction in training offered to schools.

The team may be unable to oversee the Observation and Learning 

Resource Centres at the current level.

The early identification of needs of pupils may not be identified as 

quickly as desired.

Schools may not have expertise to support pupils and needs 

escalate.

50 9 50 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS15

The Bridge Alternative Provision - staffing 

reductions and charging schools for hospital 

education

The setting may be unable to offer pupils the option to continue their 

studies through the medium of Welsh (previous Estyn 

recommendation).

There could be insufficient staff to pupil ratios which could have 

potential safeguarding risks and limit the number of pupils The 

Bridge is able to accommodate.

81 21 81 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS16 Learner Support - staffing reductions

There is a statutory requirement to support young people with 

additional learning needs up to the age of 25.  This saving could 

result in schools being unable to effectively manage additional 

learning provision, therefore potentially causing more local authority 

individual development plans which could cost the local authority 

more. This could result in an increased risk of tribunals.

16 4 16 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS17
School Modernisation budgets - review of 

staffing and non-staffing budgets

This could result in challenges in respect of site maintenance.  This 

could also impact on the delivery of some capital projects.
22 22 22 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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EDFS18
Sensory Team - Hearing and visual impairment - 

review of staffing and non staffing budgets

This could result in a failure to meet statutory duties for hearing 

impaired (HI) and visually impaired (VI) learners.

Learners with a HI and VI may be unable to access visits and in class 

support, modified resources and the school curriculum.

This could result in the Learning Resource Centre not being staffed 

fully.

35 9 35 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS19

Communication and Relationships Team - 

Referrals only accepted for pupils who are at 

risk of permanent exclusion and placement 

breaking down.

No longer completing observations for the ND 

Pathway

This could result in schools not following the local authority 

graduated response due to waiting times of support being 

implemented.

Pupils placed on reduced timetables while schools await action plans 

could increase. 

This could result in pupils not progressing on the 

Neurodevelopmental Pathway due to specialist teachers being 

unable to complete professional recommendations.

142 0 100

No savings have been achieved to date because 

of the increased demand placed on service and 

the secondment of the manager.

EDFS20

Welsh in Education Strategic Plan (WESP) - 

reduction in translation services and review of 

staffing

This could result in a less co-ordinated approach to increasing Welsh-

medium education and seeking opportunities to engage in activities 

through the Welsh-medium.  WESP Coordinator to translate which 

would impact the ability to meet targets set within the WESP and 

could lead to a failure in meeting Welsh Government targets to 

increase Welsh-medium education. 

10 10 10 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS21

School Music Service - cease payments of all 

Four counties ensemble financial commitments, 

cease all hire of vehicles for concerts etc

No offer of collaborative Four Counties activities to learners. 7 7 7 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS23
Reduction in Catering Services maintenance 

budget 

This could mean a reduction in the purchase of replacement 

equipment for kitchens and an inability to comply with new refuse 

legislation from April 2024 for food recycling. This could have an 

impact on the local authority's resilience to maintain school kitchens 

effectively.

154 154 154 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS24
Review of staffing structure within the Education 

Directorate Support Unit (EDSU)

This could result in several challenges within the directorate's 

business function arm including the ability to coordinate 

correspondence, respond to Welsh Government requests and 

support administrative activity. 

63 63 63

Two vacant posts in this service area 

contributed £72K in savings - £9K above target.  

This £9K has been used to contribute to 

EDFS26

EDFS25

Review of staffing structures and non-staffing 

budgets within the Corporate Health and Safety 

Unit (CHSU)

This could result in less specialist health and safety support available 

across the organisation and may require the local authority to 

purchase additional external support if required at a later date. 
40 40 40

One vacant post in this service area contributed 

saving that are £9K above target.  This £9K has 

been used to contribute to EDFS26

EDFS26
Review of staffing structure within Pupil 

Services

This could result in the directorate having less ability to discharge 

statutory functions (that is, school admissions, child performance 

licensing, chaperone licensing, child employment and the 

appointment of local authority governors). 

18 18 18 See comments under EDFS24 and EDFS25

EDFS27 Review of staffing structures within Early Help

This could result in increased referrals to statutory services such as 

Social Care, and Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services 

(CAMHS).

This could result in reduced support for learners, parents and carers.

132 132 132 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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EDFS28

Youth Support - redistribution of resources 

including the provision of a mobile youth support 

facility

This could result in a lack of appropriate spaces for young people to 

socialise can lead to them becoming isolated which in turn has a 

negative impact on their emotional wellbeing and mental health. This 

impact could be mitigated by the use of the new mobile youth 

provision vehicle.

26 26 26 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS29

Early Years and Childcare Team - reduction to 

project delivery budget (for example, training 

and grants available to childcare settings)

This could result in reduced training opportunities for the sector and 

the possibility of the team being unable to meet statutory 

requirements.

14 14 14 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS30 Edge of Care Services - staffing restructure  This could result in a reduction of services to children and families. 84 84 84 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

EDFS31
Youth Justice Service - review of staffing and 

non-staffing budgets

Loss of external provision could mean that the Bridgend Youth 

Justice Service would need to deploy an alternative operating model 

which may result in a decreased offer to young people.

34 34 34 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

Total Education, Early Years and Young 

People
1,560 762 1,221

SCHOOLS

SCH1

Efficiency savings against School Delegated 

Budgets - 3% in 2024-2025 then 2% for 2025-

26 and 1% thereafter.  

It is important to note that some of this impact may be mitigated by 

the financial support provided to schools from the local authority in 

assisting schools to meet cost pressures in relation to pay and 

pensions, and energy.  Further to discussion with headteachers, the 

following potential impacts have been identified:

1. Risk of increased school deficit positions; 2. Potential to result in 

some teacher and other staff redundancies; 3. Increase in class 

sizes; 4. Loss of interventions;  5. Increase in staff absence; 6. Low 

staff morale;  7. Increased workload; 8. Reduced curriculum offer; 9. 

Reduced leadership/strategic thinking time; 10. Potential inability to 

meet statutory requirements; 11. Decrease in adult support in 

classrooms;  12. Increase in pupil exclusions;  13. Decline in 

standards;  14. Reduction in ability maintain school buildings;  15. 

Limited extra-curricular activity;  16. Increase in referrals for 

behaviour support;  17. Reduced support for learners with additional 

needs;  18. Reduction in professional learning opportunities;  19. 

Loss of expertise due to teachers and senior leaders leaving the 

profession.

3,441 3,441 3,441

Savings achieved due to overall reduction in 

Individual Schools Budget (ISB). However, 

reduced budgets have resulted in total projected 

deficit balances for schools at year end in 

excess of £5.1m. 

Total Schools 3,441 3,441 3,441

Total Education, Early Years and Young 

People Directorate
5,001 4,203 4,662
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SOCIAL SERVICES AND WELLBEING

SSW1 Reduction in staff mileage budgets

During the pandemic most meetings were arranged virtually, instead 

of in person. This arrangement has continued in the main since then 

with hybrid working, although there are clear cases where in-person 

meetings are essential, with the result that spend on mileage is less 

than pre-pandemic levels, and budgets can be reduced accordingly 

with no impact on service provision, but positive benefits for 

achieving net carbon zero.

128 32 128 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW2 Directorate Vacancy Management Factor

The introduction of an average 3% vacancy factor across the 

directorate - excluding front line services and grant funded and 

income generating posts. Recruitment has been an issue across the 

Council in recent years and there have been underspends in many 

services which cannot recruit to vacant posts. This target will need to 

be managed carefully and reviewed to ensure it is achievable.

255 64 255 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW3 Non Residential Charges Income Generation

Review of the service pricing model and increasing unit costs with a 

view to generating additional income. Based on unit cost increase of 

7.5%. Services are provided to vulnerable adults following an 

assessment of need. There is risk that individuals will cancel care 

packages and not have their needs met which could result in higher 

packages of care required in the future cost and/or an increase in 

debt recovery. Welsh Government has set a maximum charge of 

£100 per week that can be charged to an individual for non-

residential care, so for those people already paying the maximum 

amount no additional income will be generated. In terms of flat rate 

charges such as Transport and Meals, no additional income can be 

generated under the current regulations.

75 18 75 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW4 Remodelling Day Opportunities

As part of the wider prevention and wellbeing agenda the service is 

reviewing all daytime opportunities to create environments in vibrant 

and compassionate communities that offer a wide and diverse 

opportunity. This will enable the department to review how the 

localised community hubs are operated and managed. This will 

include transport arrangements, management structures and overall 

operation and service that is delivered. The review will include a 

rebalance of who operate day time services in Bridgend but could 

reduce the numbers attending and /or a reduction in current service 

provision. 

200 0 200
Plans are in place and full saving should be 

achieved in 2024-25.

SSW5 Direct Payments Reimbursements

Invest to save proposal approved to fund a staff member to manage 

individual direct payment cases and action surplus fund reclaims to 

reduce overall spend. The savings target is net of the costs of 

implementing this proposal. 

250 30 250 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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SSW7

Review opportunities to amend the current 

energy payment arrangements for the leisure 

contract 

A formal review and extension of contract could enable a change to 

how energy is paid for within the partnership with a positive impact 

on costs. Halo currently pay their energy bills directly but if BCBC 

were to pay there is greater economies of scale and potential tax 

savings. It would likely need a contract extension and review of the 

contract to justify such a change.

45 0 0

Advice received as to steps required to amend 

the partnership agreement to support the 

savings proposal.  Update report required for 

Cabinet to seek approval for required changes

SSW8

Review the full repairing lease aspect of the 

Health Living Partnership Programme contract 

and opportunities to invest differently or less 

within the leisure estate

The poor condition and need for investment of the leisure assets was 

a key driver in the development of the healthy living partnership and 

there have been improvements and scheduled maintenance at all 

venues since 2012. Council may wish to review how much funding it 

wishes to be spent on asset repairs and maintenance and whether 

the full repairing lease can be reviewed. Some small reductions may 

be possible by reviewing options for investment. The impact would 

be increased pressure on the capital/minor works programme to 

cover repair and replacement requirements and potentially not all 

investment needs would be met. The contractual implications of the 

outcome of the review will need to be considered.

50 0 30
Contract negotiation required to implement 

saving proposal in development.

SSW9 Review the operating costs of leisure facilities

The operating costs of the leisure buildings have progressively 

improved since 2012 and as such the financial savings from building 

closures have reduced. A review of opening hours will deliver some 

efficiencies in 2024. A broader leisure strategy is being developed 

which will inform the remodelling of leisure in the county borough for 

future years.

30 0 30 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW11

BCBC to waive protections on concessionary 

pricing and discounted rates for the more 

vulnerable in leisure settings

These categories of user have been developed in line with the terms 

of the leisure contract seeking to support our most vulnerable by 

reducing cost as a barrier to accessing services that support 

wellbeing. There has been success in this and large numbers of 

people benefit from concessions including the means tested access 

to leisure scheme. This subsidy could be removed but risks would 

include levels of participation reducing and also related income. 

Many of the beneficiaries in this category are means tested. This 

may challenge the socio economic duty. These individuals are part of 

communities which have the lowest mortality rates and the highest 

burden of chronic disease in the county borough.

15 0 15 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW13

Council to reduce its investment into cultural 

services including the availability of buildings, 

services or resources relating to its libraries, 

supported employment, community venues and 

arts programmes

Will include consideration of a reduction in library opening hours, 

library resources, community centres, supported employment for 

people with disabilities, arts activity and resources (for BCBC to 

determine) and other services or venues managed on behalf of the 

Council. It will be for Council to determine the contractual changes it 

requires and the related changes to the partnership agreement. For 

some services there will potentially be the need for public 

engagement or consultation. 

360 65 150

Cabinet report in May 2024 approved £50K 

reduction to book fund and removal of £15K 

subsidy for the Youth Theatre, along with public 

engagement over how future savings can be 

achieved.   
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SSW14

Dual use facilities operated in partnership with 

schools to increase income generation in line 

with fees and charging policy

Sites are operated on a shared usage basis with management 

agreements. They benefit schools during the day and community 

beyond. In a number of instances external investment has developed 

facilities. An opportunity to increase charges and deliver a small 

saving. Operating costs have increased in recent times and no uplift. 

We would be looking to increase charges by a further 10%.

8 2 8 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW15

BCBC to withdraw or reduce its commitment to 

older persons strategy, ageing well in Bridgend 

and becoming an age friendly community

This would see a reduction to the older persons strategy budget 

which would limit BCBC to lead on Age Friendly Communities 

workstreams going forward. This is currently in the corporate plan. If 

agreed, this would require the policy to be changed. The grant to 

Cruse is also currently funded from this cost centre so a £20k 

reduction applicable overall.

15 15 15 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW17
BCBC consider efficiency savings from Third 

Sector Contracts - bereavement services

Annual grant payment which is a small contribution to larger scale 

service providing bereavement support for a range of circumstances.  

Will have been in demand during the pandemic period in particular. 

Would remove an important support service for those experiencing 

bereavement.

5 4 4
Notice served covering a 10 months saving in 

2024-25.

SSW18
BCBC consider efficiency savings from Third 

Sector Contracts - dementia services

Annual grant payment, for which we are currently reviewing the 

specification, its need and how services to support people awaiting or 

receiving diagnosis fit within overall support available locally and 

regionally. Numbers of people experiencing dementia predicted to 

grow and reducing the resource would create demand for alternative 

support or services.

57 47 47
Notice served covering a 10 months saving in 

2024-25.

SSW19
BCBC consider efficiency savings from Third 

Sector Contracts - stroke services

The service is commissioned by health, where BCBC made a 20% 

funding contribution. This reduction would impact directly on people 

who receive these services. The individual impact assessments are 

in development.

20 20 20 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW21
Reduction to the Healthy Living Partnership 

Management Fee from 2024-25

The saving will be achieved due to re-profiling the management fee 

and successfully securing funding from other sources to undertake 

improvement works/maintenance works that HALO would have 

otherwise undertaken. Extending the contract would support further 

potential for savings (SSW6). £164k of this saving relates to 

Management Fee and £36k relates to Leisure Client budget.

200 200 200 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW22
BCBC consider efficiency savings from Third 

Sector Contracts - substance misuse services

This is an annual grant payment, which has the potential to be 

ceased. An impact assessment will need to be completed as no new 

referrals from BCBC have been made this year, there is a potential 

that people receiving this service will need ongoing care and support 

and result in higher packages. 

34 28 28
Notice served covering a 10 months saving in 

2024-25.
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SSW23
Reduction of the BCBC contribution towards the 

regional Western Bay adoption service

Based on the recent levels of refunds experienced since 2020-21, a 

reduction appears reasonable.  The main risk is that the service may 

have an increase in cases where children should be placed for 

adoption and this will increase the usage of the regional service and 

associated costs.

250 0 121

The value likely to be achieved is based on the 

refund in 2023-24 which was lower than in 

previous years due to an increase in the number 

of adoption placements.  Further work is 

planned over the coming months with the 

regional service to identify further savings and 

updates will be provided in future Cabinet 

reports

SSW24

SCWDWP Training Reductions

1. Reduction in use of external venues for

training delivery.  

2. Increase offer of hybrid learning

opportunities e.g., on-line resources, e-learning

and on-line training. 

3.	External training courses / conferences to be 

supported only where there is an identified need

that cannot be met by in-house resources. 

4. Use of internal staff to facilitate training

workshops.

5. Reduce the impact of non-attendance at

training by introducing a non-attendance

charge.

Insufficient availability of internal venues suitable to hold training 

events. 

Certain training requires physical attendance and specialist 

resources. 

Requires ICT equipment and skills to access on-line activities.

External trainers bring specialist knowledge and skills that internal 

trainers could not replicate.

50 50 50 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW25 Review of support staffing structure

Redundancy costs would have to be paid, risks in service delivery 

and compliance agenda which could result in poor regulatory 

judgements.

55 55 55 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW26 Increasing Charges for in-house care homes Aim for full cost recovery on in-house care home charges 140 35 140 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

SSW27 Reduction of contribution to BAVO SLA by 10%
Financial pressure on BAVO and reduced service provision for 

citizens of Bridgend 
6 6 6 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

Total Social Services and Wellbeing 2,248 671 1,827
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COMMUNITIES

COM1 Reduction in staff mileage budgets

During the pandemic most meetings were arranged virtually, instead 

of in person. This arrangement has continued in the main since then 

with hybrid working, although there are clear cases where in-person 

meetings are essential, with the result that spend on mileage is less 

than pre-pandemic levels, and budgets can be reduced accordingly 

with no impact on service provision, but positive benefits for 

achieving net carbon zero.

34 8.5 34 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM2 Directorate Vacancy Management Factor

The introduction of an average 5% vacancy factor across the 

directorate - excluding front line services and grant funded and 

income generating posts. Recruitment has been an issue across the 

Council in recent years and there have been underspends in many 

services which cannot recruit to vacant posts. This target will need to 

be managed carefully and reviewed to ensure it is achievable.

500 125 500

The directorate has made 25% savings to date 

and current projections show the full saving 

should be achievable in 2024-25.  The basis of 

the projection is that current vacancies would 

need to be held for the remainder of the 

financial year.  Close monitoring of this target 

will be required to ensure this is sustainable and 

quarterly updates provided to Cabinet.

COM3

Increase garden waste subscription cost to £50 

per household and £45 for pensioners 

(Currently £46 per household or £42 for 

pensioners)

Potential increase in fly tipping.  Loss of subscribers especially as it 

is the second year the subscription has been increased.  Increase 

would not result in full cost recovery under the current contract, but 

recyclable tonnages contribute to an improved recycling level against 

Welsh Government targets to reduce the likelihood of penalties.

13 13 13 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM4
Increase bulky waste charges from £25 for 3 

items to £30

Potential increase in fly tipping especially as it is the second year the 

charge has been increased.  Increase would not result in full cost 

recovery under the current contract, but recyclable tonnages 

contribute to an improved recycling level against Welsh Government 

targets to reduce the likelihood of penalties.

10 2.5 10 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM5

Removal of revenue budget used to fund the 

Council's Cardiff Capital Region City Deal 

(CCRCD) capital contribution

When the CCRCD was approved by the Council it was agreed that 

the Council's capital contribution (circa £11.3m) would be funded 

from revenue contributions and a recurrent budget pressure of £598k 

was included in the 2017-18 revenue budget. The total funding 

required is now almost complete which will enable the revenue 

budget to be reduced accordingly.

598 598 598 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM6
Increase fees on Bereavement services, i.e. 

burial charges by 20%

Income target has been based on historic income levels achieved 

and the application of a 20% increase to current charges.  There is a 

risk to achieving the income target if there is a reduction in burials 

compared with the last two years if they return to pre-pandemic 

levels, or if relatives seek alternative services from neighbouring 

authorities.

96 24 96 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.



MONITORING OF 2023-24 BUDGET REDUCTIONS
APPENDIX 2

Ref. Budget Reduction Proposal
Impact, including on 5 Ways of Working as set out in the 

Wellbeing of Future Generations Act  

Proposed  

2024-25 

£'000

Value 

achieved to 

date 2024-25    

£'000

Value Likely 

to be 

Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

COM7

Review of charging mechanism for the Major 

Projects Team within Corporate Landlord 

(Architects) to ensure full cost-recovery 

Fees to be aligned to industry standard charge out rates to ensure 

continued competitive rates reflective of the fair and reasonable 

costs of providing the service compared to an outsourced solution. 

Such charge out rates to factor in total costs of the major projects 

team as a whole.  Schemes within the capital programme that are 

using the services of the Major Projects Team will see an increase in 

the rates charged to them.

97 0 97

Whilst it is anticipated the full saving should be 

achieved in 2024-25, it is too early in the 

financial year to recognise savings to date as 

saving is based on overall annual productivity of 

the team.

COM9 Cessation of Shopmobility Scheme
Non statutory service and has ceased since October 2022 following 

the closure of Brackla 1 Car Park. 
21 5 10

Staff consultation required to implement saving 

proposal. Full saving should be achieved from 

October 2024.

COM10
Review of Porthcawl Marina berthing fees with a 

view to it operating on a full cost recovery basis

This would involve a review of the berth fees and other operational 

costs to enable full cost recovery.
32 8 32

Fees and Charges increased from 1 April 2024.  

Operational costs being reviewed to ensure 

budget reduction proposal is met in full.

COM11
Cessation of the Parks & Playing Fields 

Development Fund 

In the MTFS 2020-21 to 2023-24 Council approved £75,000 of 

funding, for a period of two financial years, to support voluntary 

sports clubs based within the county of Bridgend. This funding period 

has now come to an end so the funding will be removed. 

75 75 75 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM12
Removal of non-staffing budget within 

Economic Development 

Budget previously used to support delivery of events, pop up 

business schools e.g. "rebel business school".  The reduction in 

budget will impact on the economic support able to be provided by 

BCBC for similar events in the future. Will now source external grant 

funding for this initiative.

13 13 13 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM13

Reduce the budget available for the Climate 

Emergency Response Programme, including 

ULEV implementation

The Climate Emergency Programme will have to be remodelled.  

This will impact on the Welsh Government's net zero 2030 target and 

will now require additional grant funding from external sources or 

joint working with partners to achieve our ambitious targets.

55 55 55 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM14

Office Rationalisation to include closing Raven's 

Court and the Innovation Centre and sharing 

accommodation in Civic Offices with the MASH 

and SWP.

Opportunity to close underused buildings & save running costs.  Also 

to increase close working relations with South Wales Police and 

MASH and utilise largely unused area of the Civic Offices.  Will also 

be an opportunity to cover 190K of unrealised savings on 

accommodation from previous years. 

73 0 36.5

The service are hoping to achieve 50% of the 

savings in 2024-25 due to delays to 

implementing the proposal.

COM15
Reduce weed spray from 3 times to 2 times a 

year, reversal to former MTFS cut.

Will impact on the perceived visual amenity of the Borough, need to 

look at this with grass cutting and through biodiversity measures.
12 12 12 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM17 Removal of Sponsorship for Major Events Fund

Removal of ability to sponsor major Event in 2024/2025 & receive the 

benefits that accrue from the global marketing opportunities that 

events provides. Will need to focus increased marketing activities 

through partnerships in future years.

25 25 25 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM18
Reduction in County Wide Strategic 

Regeneration Funds

Will significantly impact regeneration initiatives &  remove the ability 

to match fund external grants and undertake feasibility studies, 

parking studies etc. Will impact on both by restricting the ability to 

match fund external grant schemes and provide regeneration 

opportunities in our towns centres and valleys.

No town centre management activities funded in the future, including 

summer fayres & events.

300 300 300 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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Impact, including on 5 Ways of Working as set out in the 

Wellbeing of Future Generations Act  

Proposed  

2024-25 

£'000

Value 

achieved to 

date 2024-25    

£'000

Value Likely 

to be 

Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

COM19
Reduction in size of strategic regeneration team 

to release core funding

Redundancy and restructure required. Will reduce the capacity of the 

team to deliver regeneration schemes, will involve cessation/ omitting 

of projects and reprioritisation of work. Corporate Plan Obj’s 2 & 3 

will be impacted by the reduced resourcing so a reduction in the 

regeneration that can be achieved and the resulting economic 

benefits.

Following commitment will be at risk of not be realised: 

1. Deliver a regeneration strategy for the Ogmore and Garw Valleys.                                                                                           

2. Develop funding bids for our valleys, to enhance the economy and 

stimulate new job opportunities 

3. Deliver a commercial property enhancement grant for all valleys 

high streets, to make them look better and bring properties back into 

commercial use.

4. Redevelop Bridgend Central Station, including improving the front 

public area with a transport interchange at the rear, providing links 

between bus services and trains, in partnership with Welsh 

Government and Network Rail.

42 42 42 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM22
Removal of Trainee Surveyor Post (Currently 

Vacant)

Reduction in number of posts within the structure will impact on the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the service area.  Removal of 

succession planning.  Will impact posts around it who will have to 

pick up functions of this role. Possible impact on line manager grade 

and partial service restructure required

33 33 33 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM23

Reduce available property maintenance 

budgets in Corporate Landlord by up to 10% per 

asset

Risk to safety and statutory building compliance. Reduction of 

maintenance activity counter productive for long term asset 

operation.  This reduction would be limited to assets where non 

essential maintenance items can be removed. Will have a resulting 

negative affect on teams delivering maintenance functions with 

reduction in volume of orders, but these reductions have been taken 

previously and could be taken again if required

100 0 0

Due to ongoing pressures on the property 

revenue maintenance budgets the budget 

reduction proposal is unlikely to be achieved in 

2024-25.  The service will continue to look at 

opportunities to effectively use the Council's 

minor works budget to support ongoing 

maintenance spend on corporate assets.

COM26
Cessation of provision of hard copy recycling 

calendar to all residents

Item is non-provisional so negotiation would be required with the 

contractor.

Portal allows residents to check their collection day online but may 

cause some issues for those without access to internet.

45 45 45 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM28
Letting of former Woodmat Property, 

Brynmenyn Estate

Would maximise income but result in loss of use of asset for future 

depot or CRC relocation. Also, Loss of significant power supply at 

site for future ULEV charging facilities

35 0 0

Ongoing opportunities being sought to achieve 

this budget reduction proposal, but let not 

agreed by end of quarter 1.  Projections will be 

updated throughout the financial year as 

opportunities continue to be sought.

COM29
Removal of Estimator & Cost Control Manager – 

DLO (Currently Vacant)

Removal of post would require supervisor to undertake duties of cost 

control.
45 45 45 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

COM30
Switch Waste collection vehicles from HVO fuel 

to Diesel

Green deliverability as implementation is straightforward. But would 

represent a backwards step environmentally switching from green 

vegetable derived fuel back to a fossil fuel, albeit in WG Co2 

reporting mechanisms minor variance.

136 136 136 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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achieved to 

date 2024-25    

£'000
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to be 

Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

COM31
Release of 2 x vacant strategic transport 

planning posts

No further work on statutory active travel programme and on 

development of active travel network and other highway 

infrastructure improvements impacting viability and future 

development. Council will not be able to fulfil the Local Development 

Plan policy requirements and loss of S106 contributions

Inability to commit to planning performance agreements for large 

scale schemes/development resulting in a loss of financial 

contributions

No submission of bids for future transport funding under Levelling Up 

Fund or Shared Prosperity Fund

No further work on current Bridgend strategic transport priorities 

Failure to comply with statutory duties under the Active Travel Act 

and national planning policy.

70 70 70 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

Total Communities Directorate 2,460 1,635 2,278

CHIEF EXECUTIVES

CEX1 Reduction in staff mileage budgets

During the pandemic most meetings were arranged virtually, instead 

of in person. This arrangement has continued in the main since then 

with hybrid working, although there are clear cases where in-person 

meetings are essential, with the result that spend on mileage is less 

than pre-pandemic levels, and budgets can be reduced accordingly 

with no impact on service provision, but positive benefits for 

achieving net carbon zero.

18 5 18 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX2 Directorate Vacancy Management Factor

The introduction of an average 3% vacancy factor across the 

directorate - excluding front line services and grant funded and 

income generating posts. Recruitment has been an issue across the 

Council in recent years and there have been underspends in many 

services which cannot recruit to vacant posts. This target will need to 

be managed carefully and reviewed to ensure it is achievable.

510 107 324

Current projections indicate a partial saving 

should be achieved in 2024-25. Unplanned 

vacancies will be added to the projection as the 

financial year progresses to reduce the shortfall.

CEX3
Removal of the security patrols at Brynmenyn 

House - Homelessness hostel

There have been significant challenges since Covid-19. Numerous 

Community Safety Partnership meetings have been held with ward 

Councillors and local residents. The security, alongside additional 

CCTV cameras and lighting, have been part of a package of 

measures to support the community cohesion.  The removal / 

reduction of the service, would reduce visibility and ability to react to 

situations, and potentially increase police presence, as these were 

reduced due to the presence of the security.

150 150 150 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX4
Efficiency saving target targeting supplies and 

services budgets within Housing Solutions

Limited impact as review has identified small historic under spends 

against this budget category
35 35 35 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX5
Increase Rental income budget at Brynmenyn 

House - Homelessness hostel

Limited impact as proposal reflects income levels consistently 

achieved since the Covid-19 pandemic.
63 63 63 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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Achieved 

2024-25    

£'000

Reason why not likely to be achievable

CEX6 Staffing saving in Finance Section

Staff saving in finance section achieved through removal of vacant 

posts and potential restructuring. This will place additional pressure 

on remaining staff, putting deadlines for grant returns and accounts 

closure at risk, impacting on levels of grant income achievable.

71 71 71 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX7
Reduced contribution to the Regional Internal 

Audit Service (RIAS)

Requirement for Head of Internal Audit to provide an annual audit 

opinion on the Council's control environment in relation to 

governance, risk management and internal control, which may be 

more difficult if less audit work undertaken. Consultation on the 

budget also required with other RIAS partners.

27 27 27 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX8 Charging the public for Pest Control Services Look to implement a full cost recovery model for this service 67 9 31

Based on income achieved to date in quarter 1, 

it is projected the saving will be partly achieved, 

however this will be closely monitored as we 

progress through the year

CEX9 Reduction of ICT Printing costs

Due to the increase in working from home across the authority, 

savings can be explored in the ICT Print Strategy areas when the 

printing framework contract is considered for renewal in January 

2024.  The tender will be designed to be in line with the cultural shifts 

towards the paperless office agenda.

5 5 5 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX10

Amend the Disclosure and Barring Service 

(DBS) Policy to only recheck every three years 

for employees governed by the Care Standards 

Act 2000, not for all employees who require a 

DBS. 

This approach is being followed in neighbouring authorities, but the 

impact will be that the employees (outside the Care Standards Act 

2000) will only have a DBS on appointment.

30 7 27
Updated policy has been approved by Council 

and implemented from 1 May 2024.

CEX11 Increase in various Registrars income budgets
Limited impact as proposal reflects income levels consistently 

achieved since the Covid-19 pandemic.
50 50 50 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX12 Increased income from Registrars' Ceremonies

Increasing the fees charged for Marriages and other ceremonies by 

15%. We are currently charging below the Welsh average. The 

increased cost could potentially reduce demand, however the 

Registrar’s fee is a small percentage of the overall cost of the 

average wedding budget. It is also an essential requirement for a 

wedding and it is therefore anticipated that this increase in fee will 

have minimal impact on demand.

43 11 43 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX13 Restructure of Legal Services

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. If the whole saving is agreed this will be the 

equivalent of 4 posts.

154 62 94

The restructure of Legal Services has been 

completed.  There is a shortfall for 2024-25 due 

to residual salary costs of posts removed from 

the structure, however the savings will be made 

in full from 2025-26.
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Reason why not likely to be achievable

CEX14 Reconfiguration of Business Support

Significant reduction in business support management and 

resilience, creating a single point of failure. Business Support is 

pivotal to managing the central business support to the Chief 

Executive, Communities  and Education and Family Support 

Directorates. It will create a significant capacity risk in day-to-day 

management and add to workload pressure and stress down through 

the structure. The reconfiguration will look at making additional 

savings across the teams, but this will impact on such things as 

providing management information to services, particularly Corporate 

Landlord, supporting Legal Services accreditation to LEXEL, the 

ability to support minute taking of HR disciplinary and other such 

investigations, family support services, Youth Justice Services and 

performance management.

160 0 105

Shortfall in savings target due to timing of 

implementation of restructure, mitigated partly 

by under spends on vacant posts.  Saving will 

be achieved in full by 2025-26.

CEX15

Increase income generated from legal fees for 

property transactions, S106 Agreements and 

Highway Agreements

Currently the Service charge a set fee of £2k for the S106 process 

and highway agreements are based on a percentage of the 

estimated cost of the works for a highway scheme which is currently 

1%.  An estimate figure of potential increase in income has been 

given but this is subject to take up of the service and could be more 

or less. 

20 5 20 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX16 Restructure of HR Service

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. If the whole saving is agreed this will be the 

equivalent of 7 posts.

289 32 211

Phase 1 of the HR service restructure has been 

completed. There is a shortfall for 2024-25 due 

to residual salary costs of posts removed in the 

restructure.  Phase 2 is due to commence later 

in the year. 

CEX17
Household Canvas - Reduction / Limited 

Canvass Door Knocking

Will focus on poor response areas but will draw criticism from 

Electoral Commission.
9 9 9 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX18 Restructure of Procurement Team

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. If the whole saving is agreed this will be the 

equivalent of 2 posts.

62 0 62 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX19 Restructure of Democratic Services

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. If the whole saving is agreed this will be the 

equivalent of 2 posts.

96 0 80

Restructure is in progress.  Shortfall due to 

timing of implementation of restructure, however 

full saving should be achieved in 2025-26

CEX20
Restructure of Corporate Policy and Public 

Affairs Team

Service could not expand and develop as proposed. Graduates could 

assist until their contract expires (Nov 2024)
45 45 45 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX21 Review of provision of Homelessness Service
Review the options for providing accommodation to those who are 

homeless by reducing reliance on hotel and private provision
397 192 192

Service area is continuing with the work to 

reduce the temporary accommodation pressures 

for single bed units with the aim of reducing the 

use of the tourism sector.

CEX22 Review of ICT Services

Review the contract for telephony services to commence from April 

2024. Review the use of teams in the Authority to reduce software 

costs. Consider partnership working to support and enhance the ICT 

provision

398 0 164

Further work to be carried out on a review of the 

telephony budget across the Council.  Update to 

be provided to Cabinet in future revenue 

monitoring reports.

CEX23
Review the provision of Partnerships and 

Customer Services

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. Review input from partners where appropriate
216 62 216 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.
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CEX24
Reduce subsidy to Citizens Advice Bureau by 

10%

Financial pressure on CAB and reduced service provision for citizens 

of Bridgend 
22 22 22 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX25
Staff savings from Finance senior management 

team

This will require a restructure of the Finance senior management 

team, and potential redundancies, reducing senior leadership 

capacity and knowledge and experience, at a time of increasing 

focus and pressure on council finances. This will place additional 

pressure on remaining staff.

70 0 35

Shortfall in savings target due to timing of 

implementation of restructure.  Saving will be 

achieved in full by 2025-26.

CEX26 Increase in Finance income budgets

Increase in charges to the Finance Section's clients, including 

schools and other services / organisations where the finance team 

provide support e.g. Consortium of Local Authorities in Wales 

(CLAW).

28 28 28 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX27
Restructure of the Council's Benefits and 

Assessment Team

This will require a restructure and potential redundancies. This would 

be exacerbated by annual reductions to the Housing Benefits 

Administration Grant, which is £20k in 2024-25. The impact will be 

longer times taken to process housing benefits and council tax 

reduction claims, and undertake assessments, and more likelihood of 

error and fraud.

90 90 90 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX28 Reduction of staffing in the Council Tax section

This proposal will mean the reduction of staffing, resulting in 

additional pressure on remaining staff, delays in processing council 

tax queries, and the real likelihood of reductions in the amount of 

council tax income being collected. The team is already dealing with 

additional work as a result of the introduction of council tax premiums 

for empty properties and the forthcoming introduction of premiums 

for second homes.

63 63 63 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

CEX29
Reduction to the Shared Regulatory Service 

budget

Reduction in capacity, reduction in service delivery, and impact on 

staffing levels. Service has been asked to identify savings by three 

partner Councils and decision will be made by Joint Committee.

58 58 58 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

Total Chief Executive's Directorate 3,246 1,208 2,338

CORPORATE/COUNCIL WIDE

CW1
Increased income receivable from investments 

and loans

No impact in the short term as current income is significantly higher 

than budget. However, if interest rates fall below pre-pandemic levels 

then the level of income will fall. The council's cashflow is managed 

carefully to ensure security, liquidity and yield, so funding is not 

placed at risk. As reserves are drawn down there will be less funding 

available for investing and this level of income may not be 

achievable.

90 90 90 Full saving should be achieved in 2024-25.

Total Corporate/Council Wide 90 90 90
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GRAND TOTAL REDUCTIONS 13,045 7,807 11,195

REDUCTION SHORTFALL 1,851

6,415 3,256 5,770

2,243 2,691 3,505

4,387 7,098 3,770

13,045 13,045 13,045


